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Abstract
This work is a technical report concerning the Large Scale Vertebrae Segmentation Challenge (VerSe)
organised in conjunction with the MICCAI 2019. The challenge set-up consisting of two tasks, vertebrae
labelling and vertebrae segmentation, is detailed. A total of 160 multidetector CT scans closely resembling
a typical spine-centreed clinical setting were prepared and annotated at voxel-level by a human-machine
hybrid algorithm. Both the annotation protocol and the algorithm that aided the medical experts in this
annotation process are presented. More importantly, eleven fully automated algorithms of the participating
teams were submitted to be benchmarked on the VerSe data. This work presents a detailed performance
analysis of these algorithms with the best performing algorithm achieving a vertebrae identification rate of
95% and a Dice coefficient of 90%. VerSe‘19 is an open-call challenge at its image data along with the
annotations and evaluation tools will continue to be publicly accessible through its online portal.
Keywords: vertebrae detection and localisation, spine segmentation, vertebrae labelling, vertebrae
segmentation, computed tomography.
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1. Introduction
The spine is an important part of the musculoskeletal system, sustaining and supporting the body and
its organ structure while playing a major role in our mobility and load transfer. It also shields the spinal
cord from injuries and mechanical shocks due to impacts. Efforts towards quantification and understanding
of the biomechanics of the human spine involve quantitative imaging [1], finite element modelling (FEM) of
the vertebrae [2], alignment analysis [3] of the spine and complex models [4]. Biomechanical alterations can
cause severe pain and disability in the short term, but demonstrate worse consequences in the long term,
eg. osteoporosis leads to an 8-fold higher mortality rate [5]. In spite of their criticality, spinal pathologies
are popularly under-diagnosed [6, 7, 8]. This calls for computer-aided assistance for an efficient and early
detection of such pathologies, enabling prevention or effective treatment. Vertebral labelling (also referred
to as recognition, detection) and vertebral segmentation are two essential stages in understanding spine
image data. Labelling and segmentation have numerous diagnostic consequences such as detecting and
grading vertebral fractures, estimating the spinal curve, recognizing spinal deformities such as scoliosis and
kyphosis etc. From a non-diagnostic perspective, these tasks enable more efficient biomechanical modelling,
FEM analysis, surgical planning for metal insertions etc. Conventionally, computed tomography (CT) is
a preferred modality to study the spine due to a high bone-soft tissue contrast. For a human, labelling
the vertebrae is straightforward, except in cases with restricted field-of-view (FoV). But, segmenting them
is unfeasible owing to the size of the problem. Annotating 25 objects-of-interest at voxel-level, with each
object being of size ∼ 103 voxels demand considerable effort. Automating these tasks also has numerous
challenges: highly varying FoVs across datasets (unlike brain images), large scan sizes, highly correlating
shapes of adjacent vertebrae, complex morphology of the vertebrae’s posterior elements, scan noise, scanner
settings and multiple anomalies or pathologies being present. In particular, presence of vertebral fractures,
metal implants, cement, or transitional vertebrae further prohibits generalisable automation.
Nonetheless, there exists a clinical necessity for an automatic, accurate, and robust spine processing
algorithm. Over the recent years, automated spine image analysis has seen a growing attention (cf Fig.
1). Effectively all these approaches are data-dependant, i.e require annotated data to either learn from,
or tune, or adapt parameters. However, they have either been validated on private datasets or on small
public datasets. Consider SpineWeb1, an archive for multi-modal spine data. It lists only two CT datasets:
CSI2014 [9] and xVertSeg [10]. Most similar to our work, a comparative study of various algorithms
submitted to the vertebra segmentation challenge in the CSI2014 workshop is presented in [11]. CSI2014’s
dataset consists of 20 full-spine CT scans while xVertSeg’s data is a collection of 25 lumbar CT scans,
both with voxel-level annotations and the latter for only the lumbar region. This is not surprising if one
1spineweb.digitalimaginggroup.ca
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considers the annotation effort. Therefore, benchmarking the spine processing algorithms becomes difficult
due to varying datasets, resulting in inconsistency in the reported results of the newly-proposed algorithms.
In case of the publicly available data, drawing clinically reliable conclusions is ill-advised due to the small
test sample.
Figure 1: Spine-related research on PubMed: Plot indi-
cating the number of published articles in spine imaging and au-
tomated spine image processing over the last three decades. No-
tice that automated processing algorithms have always formed
only 10% of the total work dealing with spine processing
Addressing the concerns of large scale data
availability and providing a common benchmark for
current algorithms has been the primary objective
of the Large Scale Vertebrae Segmentation Bench-
mark (VerSe). We organised it as a challenge in
conjunction with the international conference on
Medical Image Computing and Computed Assisted
Intervention (MICCAI) 2019. With VerSe‘19, we
released into public domain a diverse dataset of 160
spine multi-detector CT scans, the largest public
spine CT dataset till date [12]. We then invited
participants to benchmark their algorithms on the
tasks of vertebral labelling and vertebral segmenta-
tion. In this paper, we present a detailed report of VerSe‘19 in three key parts: (1) We introduce our
in-house, semi-automated spine processing algorithm that enabled the medical experts to accurately an-
notate all 1735 vertebrae of the 160 CT scans in the VerSe‘19 dataset, including the detailed annotation
protocols, (2) We describe the the robust evaluation and benchmarking process adopted to compare the
VerSe‘19 submissions, and (3) we present an overview of the participating entries including a detailed
analysis of the individual results.
2. Configuring the VerSe Benchmark
The VerSe benchmark was organised as a competition in conjunction with the international conference
of Medical Image Computing and Computer Assisted Intervention (MICCAI) 2019. This section describes
the setup towards the challenge, introduces the the participating algorithms and the evaluation metrics
employed. VerSe‘19 is open-call and the data and its evaluation tools are available to the community for
continual benchmarking at verse2019.grand-challenge.org.
2.1. Data Description
2.1.1. Multidetector CT Imaging
The imaging data concerning VerSe‘19 consists of 160 CT imaging series of 141 patients. The data
was collected across multiple multidetector CT scanners. Care was taken to compose the data such that it
resembles a typical clinical distribution in terms of fields-of-view, scan setting, and findings in an emergency
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as well as in oncological and neurosurgical conditions. For example: it consists of a variety of FOVs including
thorco-lumbar and cervico-thoraco-lumbar scans, a mix of sagittal and isotropic reformations, cases with
vertebral fractures, metallic implants and foreign materials. Please refer to [12] for a detailed description
of the dataset’s selection criteria, its composition, and a clinical overview.
2.1.2. Data Annotations: Protocol & Procedure
The data consists of two types of annotations: 1. 3D coordinate locations of the vertebral centroids for
the labelling task and 2. voxel-level labels as segmentation masks for the segmentation task. Twenty five
vertebrae (C1 to L6) were considered for annotation with labels from 1 to 25. Note that very few scans
contained L6, in line with its rare occurrence in a population. For marking a vertebral centroid, annotators
were asked to place the mark on the centre of mass of the vertebral body (viz. the region excluding the
vertebral arch and processes). It should be noted that due to the special structure of C1, the centroid placed
on its centre of mass physically manifests on the dens of C2. Note that only a minority of scans contained
the full spine, implying that most scans included partially visible vertebrae at the top and bottom of the
scan. Such partially-visible vertebrae were not labelled or segmented.
Figure 2: Overview of anduin : A schematic of the semi-
automated and interactive spine processing pipeline developed
in-house. The thick-black lines indicate automated steps and
the dotted-grey lines indicate an interactive step.
Human-machine hybrid annotation approach:
For annotating all 160 scans in the benchmark with
more than 1735 vertebrae, a human-machine hybrid
approach was employed to annotate the scans. Hu-
man experts were tasked with correcting the output
of an automated algorithm as well as refining the
corrections of other human raters. The centroids
and the masks were manually and iteratively refined
by one of four specifically trained medical students
followed by further refinement, rejection or accep-
tance by one of the two trained radiologists with a
joint experience of 22 years.
anduin: A Spine Processing Framework. The in-
teractive framework that aided the medical experts
with reasonable initial annotations is referred to
as the anduin tool. It splits the task into three
modules: 1. Spine detection, performed by a
light-weight, fully-convolutional network predicting
a low-resolution heatmap over the spine location
using a fully-convolutional network, 2. Vertebra la-
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belling, based on the Btrfly Net [13] architecture
working on sagittal and coronal maximum intensity projections (MIP) of the localised spine region, and
finally, 3. Vertebral Segmentation, performed by an improved U-Net [14, 15] to segment vertebral patches,
extracted at a high resolution, around the centroids predicted by the preceding stage. Fig. 2 gives a
schematic of the entire framework. Note that the detection and labelling stages offer interaction, wherein
the user can alter the bounding box of the spine as well as the predicted vertebral centroids. Such human-
in-loop design enabled collection of more accurate annotations with lesser human effort. Refer to Appendix
A for a description of the network architecture, information on training and re-training schemes, as well as
the post-processing steps at each stage.
2.2. The MICCAI 2019 Challenge
The first iteration of the VerSe benchmark was organised at MICCAI 2019 in Shenzhen, China. The
160 CT scans were split into a training set and two test sets with 80, 40, and 40 CT scans respectively.
The second test set was hidden and inaccessible to public. Care was taken to preserve the composition
across the data splits. The full training set (images, centroid annotations, and segmentation masks) was
made publicly available in three phases over the summer of 2019 (till July) and submissions were solicited
from the participants for the tasks of labelling and segmentation. Following this, the first phase of test
data (only images, henceforth referred to as Public) was released on 7thAugust and participants were
requested to submit the output of their algorithms on this data by e-mail to be considered for enrolment
into the challenge. Alongside the predictions, participants were also asked to submit a technical report
detailing their approach while cross-validating on the training data. Duration for Public was two weeks
until 23rd August. Following this, over the next two weeks (until 6th September), the enrolled participants
were asked to submit their code in a docker container for its evaluation on the hidden test data as part of
the second test phase (Hidden). The rationale behind having a hidden test set was to prevent re-training
of the algorithms on predictions from the test set.
2.2.1. Participating Methods.
Table 1 gives an overview of the teams that successfully registered and participated in the VerSe‘19
benchmark. Altogether, 11 teams participated in at least one component of the challenge. The challenge
contained four components: two phases (Public and Hidden), with each phase containing two tasks
(labelling and segmentation). Therefore, we report four experiments for the benchmark. All the teams,
except a few exceptions, were evaluated on all four components. The exceptions included: teams Brown K.
and Hu Y. participated only in the segmentation task, team Brown K. did not make the docker submission,
the docker containers of teams Jiang T. and Wang X. were not sufficiently running during Hidden. For a
detailed report on the methods adopted by each of the participating teams, we refer the reader to Appendix
C.
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Table 1: List of the participating teams, the first authors, and the title of the submitted submitted technical report. Note that
the team-wise colour codes are consistent throughout this work and we use the author names only to refer to the corresponding
team. Ordered alphabetically according to referring author name.)
Team Ref. Author Title
ZIB / 1000shapes Amiranashvili T. Combining Template Matching with CNNs for Vertebra
Segmentation and Identification
christoph Angermann C. –
brown Brown K. Spine Segmentation and Registration
iFLYTEK Chen M. An Automatic Multi-stage System for Vertebra Segmen-
tation and Labelling
yangd05 Dong Y. Vertebra Labeling and Segmentation in 3D CT using Deep
Neural Networks [16]
huyujin Hu Y. Large Scale Vertebrae Segmentation Using nnU-Net
AlibabaDAMO Jiang T. SpineCenterSeg: A Keypoint-Based Instance Segmenta-
tion Framework for Vertebrae Segmentation
LRDE Kirszenberg A. –
DIAG (nlessmann) Lessmann N. Iterative fully convolutional neural networks [17]
christian payer Payer C. Vertebrae Localization and Segmentation with
SpatialConfiguration-Net and U-Net [18]
INIT Wang X. –
2.2.2. Evaluation Metrics
Over the two tasks of labelling and segmentation, there exist twenty five objects of interest as vertebrae,
as 3D coordinates for the former and segmentation masks for the latter. For evaluating the performance of
the algorithms, we choose two metrics per task. Note that the metrics were chosen such that the algorithm
will not be penalised if it labels or segments the partially-visible vertebrae in a scan.
Labelling. As is established in the vertebral labelling literature, we evaluate the Identification Rate
(id.rate) and localisation distance (dmean) for evaluating an algorithms labelling performance. Assuming a
given scan contains N annotated vertebrae and denoting the true location of the ith vertebra with xi and
it predicted location with xˆi, the vertebra i is correctly identified if xˆi is the closest landmark predicted
to xi among {xj∀j in 1, 2, ..., N} and the Euclidean distance between the ground truth and the prediction
is less than 20 mm, i.e ||xˆi − xi||2 < 20 mm. For a given scan, id.rate is then defined as the ratio of the
correctly identified vertebrae to the total vertebrae present in the scan. Note that our definition of id.rate
slightly deviates from its definition in [19], where id.rate is computed not at a scan-level but at a dataset
level. Similarly, the localisation distance is computed as dmean =
∑N
i=1 ||xˆi−xi||2, the sum of the euclidean
distances between the ground truth vertebral locations and their predictions.
Special cases: There will be cases where the prediction will contain more or fewer vertebrae than the
ground truth. In the former case, the additional vertebral centroids are not considered for evaluation.
However, when fewer vertebrae are predicted, dmean is undefined as it is computed over every annotated
centroid. Handling such missed vertebrae, we assign a maximum Euclidean distance of 1000 mm each
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missed prediction.
Segmentation. For evaluating the segmentation task, we choose the ubiquitous Dice coefficient (Dice)
and Hausdorff distance (HD). Denoting the ground truth by T and the algorithmic predictions by P , we
evaluate both the metrics at a vertebrae level over all the vertebrae annotated in the ground truth. Dice
score corresponding to the ith vertebrae, denoted by Dice(Pi, Ti) is computed as 2·|Pi∩Ti|/|Pi|+|Ti|, where | · |
denotes the count of active voxels. At the scan level, vertebral Dice scores are aggregated as Dice(P, T )
= (1/N)
∑N
i=1 Dice(Pi, Ti). Similarly, performance at a surface level is evaluated using Hausdorff distances.
Denoting the surfaces of ith vertebra by ∂Pi and ∂Ti and their surface points denoted by pi and ti, the
Hausdorff distance between ∂Pi and ∂Ti is given by:
HD(∂Pi, ∂Ti) = max{hd(∂Pi, ∂Ti), hd(∂Ti, ∂Pi)},
where the directed Hausdorff distance is computed using all possible Euclidean distances between the points
on the two surfaces as: hd(∂Pi, ∂Ti) = supp∈∂Pi inft∈∂Ti ||p − t||2. HD(P, T ) is then computed as a mean
over the vertebral surface distances. Note thatHD is very sensitive to outlying voxels in the mask. To
counter the effect of such noisy voxels, we compute HD over the largest connected component for every
vertebral label.
Special cases: As with dmean, HD is undefined if a ground truth vertebra is not segmented in the
prediction. For such vertebrae, we assign a maximum Hausdorff distance of 100 mm before aggregating the
distances over all the vertebrae in the scan.
2.2.3. Statistical Tests and Ranking
Inspired from [20] and [21], we compare the performance of the participating algorithms and rank them
based on a scheme derived from a significance test. The value obtained from each scan in the cohort was
treated a sample from a distribution and the Wilcoxon signed-rank test with a ‘greater’ or ‘less’ hypotheses
testing (as appropriate for the performance metric) was employed to test the significance of the difference
in performance between a pair of participants. A p−value of 0.001 was chosen as the threshold to ascertain
a significant difference. Following this, a point was assigned to the better team. All possible such pairwise
comparisons were performed for every performance measure, i.e for id.rate and dmean for the labelling task
and for Dice and HD for the segmentation tasks. Each comparison awards a point to a certain team unless
the difference is not statistically significant. For every measure, the points are aggregated at a team level
and normalised with the total number of participating teams in the experiment to obtain a score between
0 and 1. Lastly, for every team, the normalised points across the measures are combined as described in
the next section.
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3. Results
In this section, we report the performance measures of the participating algorithms in the segmentation
and labelling tasks. Following this, we present a dissected analysis of the algorithms over a series of
experiments that help understand the tasks as well as the algorithms. Please note that particulars of
point-computation for the ranking pertaining to the challenge is presented in Appendix B.
3.1. Overall performance of the algorithms
The overall performance across the two test phases are reported in Tables 2a and 2b. Note that the
incomplete entries either indicate missing annotations or inoperative dockers. In Public, where the test
scans are publicly accessible, the approach by Chen M. achieves a highest Dice score and identification rates
(93.01% and 96.9%, respectively), followed by the approaches of Payer C. and Lessmann N.. However, in
Hidden, i.e on the hidden test set, Payer C.’s approach tops the table with a Dice of 89.8% and an
identification rate of 94.3%. This is followed by the approaches of Lessmann N. and Chen M. respectively.
Additional statistics of the overall performances are illustrated in Fig. 4a-d. Recall that Hausdorff
distance and localisation distance have an upper bound of 100 mm and 1000 mm respectively. These outlying
measurements were ignored in the plots so as to prevent axis-compression. Interestingly, the median Id.rate
of Payer C., Chen M., Lessmann N., and Jiang T. is 100%. However, their mean is affected by poorer
performance over certain scans.
3.2. Success or Failure at a scan-level
In a clinical setting, minimal human intervention in the processing of an algorithm is desired. Therefore,
it is of interest to see how many cases were fully successful, and how many cases were complete failures.
We categorize a case to be a success when every vertebra is identified successfully (i.e. a 100% Id.rate). On
the other hand, a failure is defined as a case with zero Dice coefficient as such a case cannot be used for
any further processing stages. These results are reported in Table 3. Observe that most of the approaches
are successful in more than half of the cases in Public.
3.3. Region-wise evaluation of algorithms
In Fig. 5, we present a fine-grained evaluation of the performance of the submitted approaches. Illus-
trated are the mean and standard deviation of the the Dice scores and Id.rates at a vertebra-level and at
the level of the three spine regions (cervical - thoracic - lumbar). This provides an insight into the working
of the automated algorithms. Common among almost all the methods is a drop in the thoracic region. This
is in spite of, for example, a lower number of cervical vertebrae in the dataset. We attribute this to the lack
of reliable ‘reference landmarks’ for identifying the thoracic vertebra. On the other hand, cervical vertebra
have their unique shape and the cranium while the lumbar vertebra can be labelled with the sacrum as a
reference.
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Figure 3: Qualitative samples: Segmentation masks predicted by every participating team on three example scans. High-
lighting the dataset’s diversity, we show the cervical scan, a full-spine, and a scan with metal implants. Missing images indicate
the team’s missed prediction for that scan.
4. Conclusions
In this paper we presented a report on the Large Scale Vertebra Segmentation Challenge (VerSe‘19)
consisting of the vertebrae labelling and segmentation tasks. For this we prepared the largest spine dataset
with accurate voxel-level annotations till date. We elaborate the algorithm used for generating said an-
notations while also summarizing the algorithms that participated in the challenge. The best performing
algorithm achieved a Dice coefficient of 89.8% and an vertebral identification rate of 94.2% on a hidden
test set indicating room for improvement. Additionally, studying the algorithms’ behaviour on anomalous
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Table 2: Overall performance of the submitted algorithms for the tasks of labelling and segmentation over the two test phases.
Team
Public Hidden
Dice HD Dice HD
Payer C. 90.90 6.35 89.80 7.34
Lessmann N. 85.08 8.58 85.76 9.01
Sekuboyina A. 83.06 12.11 83.18 13.93
Chen M. 93.01 6.39 82.56 11.67
Hu Y. 84.07 12.79 81.82 29.44
Amiranashvili T. 67.02 17.35 68.96 19.25
Dong Y. 76.74 14.09 67.51 28.76
Angermann C. 43.14 44.27 46.40 42.85
Kirszenberg A. 13.71 77.48 35.64 64.52
Jiang T. 82.70 11.22 – –
Wang X. 71.88 24.59 – –
Brown K. 62.69 35.90 – –
(a) Segmentation
Team
Public Hidden
Id.rate dmean Id.rate dmean
Payer C. 95.65 4.27 94.25 4.80
Lessmann N. 89.86 14.12 90.42 7.04
Sekuboyina A. 89.97 5.17 87.66 6.56
Chen M. 96.94 4.43 86.73 7.13
Amiranashvili T. 71.63 11.09 73.32 13.61
Dong Y. 62.56 18.52 67.21 15.82
Angermann C. 55.80 44.92 54.85 19.83
Kirszenberg A. 0.01 205.41 0.0 1000
Jiang T. 89.82 7.39 – –
Wang X. 84.02 12.40 – –
Brown K. – – – –
Hu Y. – – – –
(b) Labelling
scans such as ones with transitional vertebra, as well as the explainability of their predictions is of interest,
bringing them a step closed to clinical adoption.
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Appendix A. Description of anduin
Given the CT scan of a spine, our framework aims to predict accurate voxel-level segmentation of the
vertebrae by split the task in to three sub-tasks: spine detection, vertebrae labelling, and vertebrae seg-
mentation. In the following section, the network architectures, loss functions, and training and inference
details of each of these modules is elaborated. Fig. 2 gives an overview of the proposed framework and Fig.
A.6 details the architectures of the networks employed in the three sub-tasks.
Appendix A.1. Notation .
The input CT scan is denoted by x ∈ Rh×w×d where h, w, and d are the height, width, and depth of the
scan respectively. The annotations available to us are, (1) the vertebral centroids, denoted by {µi ∈ R3}
for i ∈ {1, 2, . . . N}. These are used to construct the ground truth for the detection and labelling tasks,
denoted by yd and yl, respectively. (2) the multi-label segmentation masks, denoted by ys ∈ Zh×w×d.
Appendix A.2. Spine Detection
For detecting the spine, we propose a parametrically-light, 3D, fully convolutional network operating
at an isotropic resolution of 4 mm. This network regresses a 3D volume consisting of Gaussians at the
vertebral locations as shown in Fig. A.6. The Gaussian heatmap is generated at a resolution 1 mm with a
standard deviation, σ = 8, and then downsampled to a resolution of 4 mm. Additionally, spatial squeeze
and channel excite blocks (SSCE) are employed to increase the network’s performance-to-parameters ratio.
Specifically, the probability of each voxel being a spine voxel or a non-spine one is predicted by optimizing
a combination of `2 and binary cross-entropy losses as shown:
Ldetect = ||yd − y˜d||2 −H (σ(yd), σ(y˜d)) (A.1)
where yd is constructed by concatenating the Gaussian location map with a background channel obtained
by subtracting the foreground from 1, y˜d denotes the prediction of whose foreground channel represents
the desired location map, and σ(·) and H(·) denote the softmax and cross-entropy functions.
Appendix A.3. Stage 2: Vertebrae Labelling
For labelling the vertebrae, we adapt and improve the Btrfly net [13, 22] that works on two-dimensional
sagittal and coronal maximum intensity projections (MIP). By virtue of the spine’s extant obtained from
the previous component, MIPs can now be extracted from a region focused on the spine, thus eliminating
occlusions from ribs and pelvic bones. Cropping the scans to the spine region also makes the input to the
labelling stage more uniform, thus improving the training stability. The labelling module works at 2 mm
isotropic resolution and is trained by optimizing the loss function that is a combination of the sagittal and
coronal components, Llabel = Lsaglabel + Lcorlabel, where the loss of each view is given by:
Lsaglabel = ||ysagl − y˜sagl ||2 +H (σ(ysagl ), σ( y˜sagl )) , (A.2)
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Figure A.6: Architectures: Detailed network architectures of the three stages in anduin: the spine detection, vertebrae
labelling, and the vertebra segmentation stages.
where y˜sagl is the is the prediction of the net’s sagittal-arm of the Btrfly net and ω denotes the median
frequency weight map giving a higher weight to the loss originating from less frequent vertebral classes.
Appendix A.4. Stage 3: Vertebral Segmentation
Once the vertebrae are labelled, their segmentation is posed as a binary segmentation problem. This is
done by extracting a patch around each vertebral centroid predicted in the earlier stage and segmenting the
xvi
vertebra of interest. An architecture based on the U-Net working at a resolution of 1 mm is employed for
this task. Additionally, SSCE blocks are incorporated after every convolution and upconvolution blocks.
Importantly, as there will be more than one vertebra within a patch, a vertebra-of-interest (VOI) arm is
used to point the segmentation network to delineate the vertebra of interest. The VOI arm is an encoder
parallel to the image encoder as shown in Fig. A.6, processing a 3D Gaussian heatmap centred at the
vertebral location predicted by the labelling stage. The feature maps of the VOI arm are concatenated
to those of the image encoder at every resolution. The segmentation network is trained using a standard
binary cross-entropy as a loss.
Algorithm 1: Pseudocode for inference on anduin
Input: x, a 3D MDCT spine scan
Output: Vertebral centroids & segmentation masks
Detection
1 xd = resample to 4mm(x)
2 yd = predict spine heatmap(xd)
3 bb = construct bounding box(yd, threshold=Td)
4 Interaction: Alter bb by mouse-drag action.
Labelling
5 xl = resample to 2mm(x)
6 bb = upsample bounding box(bb, from=4mm, to=2mm)
7 xsag, xcor = get localised mips(xl, bb)
8 ysag, ycor = predict vertebral heatmaps(xsag, xcor)
9 yl = get outer product(ysag, ycor)
10 centroids = heatmap to 3D coordinates(yl, threshold=Tl)
11 Interaction: Insert missing vertebrae, delete spurious predictions, drag incorrect predictions.
Segmentation
12 xs = resample to 1mm(x); mask = np.zeros like(xs)
13 for every centroid in centroids do
14 p = get 3D vertebral patch(xs, centroid)
15 pmask = binary segment vertebra of interest(p)
16 pmask = index of(mask, centroid)∗pmask
17 mask = put vertebrae in mask(pmask)
18 end
Appendix A.5. Inference & Interaction
Simplifying the flow of control throughout the pipeline, Algo. 1 describes the inference routine given a
spine CT scans and various points where medical experts can interact with the results, thus improving its
overall performance.
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Figure B.7: Protocol for obtaining the final ranking:
Flow diagram of the weights assigned to each stage of eval-
uation in order to obtain the final ranks. Each stage represents
the points obtained in said stage.
Appendix B. VerSe‘19 Challenge Ranking
The points scored by each team in Tables B.4b and B.4a respectively. Adjacent to these tables are the
points scored by each of the team, computed as elaborated in the previous section. We also present the
ensuing metric-wise point matrices and their binarised versions (thresholded at p = 0.001) in Figs. B.8 and
B.9. Note that the performance is measured and reported for both the test phases: Public and Hidden.
Appendix B.1. Final Ranking: Combining all the scores
VerSe‘19 is a collection of two tasks with two metrics each, evaluated over two phases. Fig. B.7
illustrates how the performance of the algorithms over the multiple stages were combined to construct one
ranking scheme. Table B.5 reports the ranks thus obtained. The rationale of the organizers in choosing
this scheme follows:
• dmean and HD compared to id.rate and Dice are weighted at a ratio of 1 : 2 in order to de-emphasize
the contribution of the upper bounds chosen on the former measures in case of missing predictions.
• Hidden has twice the weight as Public as it was evaluated on completely hidden dataset, thus
nullifying the chance of over-fitting or retraining on the test set.
• Lastly, the segmentation task has twice the weight of the labelling task as the latter can possibly be
a consequence of the former, as was the final goal of this challenge.
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(a) (b) (c) (d)
(e) (f) (g) (h)
Figure B.8: Point matrices for Public: Illustrating the p−value matrices and their binarised versions for every metric
used. Top and bottom rows correspond to the segmentation and labelling tasks. Please find the metric corresponding to each
matrix as the figure’s title.
(a) (b) (c) (d)
(e) (f) (g) (h)
Figure B.9: Point matrices for Hidden: Illustrating the p−value matrices and their binarised versions for every metric
used. Top and bottom rows correspond to the segmentation and labelling tasks. Please find the metric corresponding to each
matrix as the figure’s title.
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Table B.4: Point counts of the submitted approaches based on a statistical comparison among all possible pairs.
Team
Public Hidden
Dice HD Dice HD
Jiang T. 4 4 – –
Brown K. 1 1 – –
Payer C. 8 8 5 5
Angermann C. 1 2 0 1
Hu Y. 4 4 3 3
Chen M. 10 8 3 4
Wang X. 2 3 – –
Kirszenberg A. 0 1 0 0
Lessmann N. 4 5 3 5
Dong Y. 2 4 2 1
Amiranashvili T. 1 3 2 2
(a) Segmentation performance
Team
Public Hidden
id.rate dmean Id.rate dmean
Jiang T. 3 5 – –
Brown K. – – – –
Payer C. 3 7 3 5
Angermann C. 1 1 1 1
Hu Y. – – – –
Chen M. 5 7 2 4
Wang X. 2 3 – –
Kirszenberg A. 0 0 0 0
Lessmann N. 3 1 4 3
Dong Y. 1 1 1 1
Amiranashvili T. 1 1 1 1
(b) Labelling performance
Table B.5: Final normalised point count: Table indicates the final points obtained by each team according to
the evaluation protocol described in this article. Maximum point value by a team can be 1.0.
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Appendix C. Participating Algorithms
Jiang T. et al.: SpineAnalyst: A Unified Method for Spine Identification and Segmentation
In contrast to most approaches that treat identification and segmentation as two separate steps, this
work efficiently solves them simultaneously with a key-point based instance segmentation framework apply-
ing anchor-free instance segmentation networks in 3D setting. To the best of the participant’s knowledge,
this is a first. The proposed network adopts the encoder-decoder paradigm with two prediction heads at-
tached to the shared decoder, as described in Fig. C.10. The ‘binary segmentation head’ distinguishes spine
pixels resulting in a binary semantic map. The ‘vertebra labeling head’ detects and labels all the vertebrae
landmarks, while also predicting a vector field that associates vertebral pixels with their vertebrae centres.
The predictions of two heads are fused together to produce the final instance segmentation results
xx
Figure C.10: An overview of SpineAnalyst network, a contribution of Jiang
T.
Encoder & Decoder. A V-Net is used as
the backbone with the encoder contain-
ing four cascaded blocks. Following this,
atrous spatial pyramid pooling (ASPP)
method is applied to further increase the
receptive field and capture multi-scale
in- formation effectively. In decoder, the
concatenated features of ASPP are passed through four cascaded up-sampling blocks recovering the original
volume resolution .
Binary Segmentation Head. A binary semantic segmentation head is trained to detect the spine as the fore-
ground pixels. These pixels will further be assigned with vertebral labels in the subsequent fusion processing.
Vertebra Labeling Head. This components results in two tasks: 1. detect and label landmarks: For the
former, the heatmap channels predict the probability that pixel belongs to a vertebra centre. Pixels cor-
responding to high confidence are reserved as vertebral landmarks. Due to the similarity of adjacent
vertebra, it is challenging to directly identify individual vertebra. Instead, the reference vertebrae with
obvious anatomical features, such as C2, L5 and C7, T12, are first identified. Other vertebrae labels are
then inferred from the reference vertebrae. Following this, 2. a vector-field is predicted with each channel
denoting the offsets relative to the corresponding vertebra centre. Each pixel is then labelled with the
closest vertebra centre according to the long offset.
Fusion Process. The final instance segmentation is obtained from binary semantic segmentation as follows:
each pixel within the semantic mask acquires its label from the centre point closest to its predicted centres,
which is computed by pixel coordinates plus the vector field.
Brown K. et al.: Spine Segmentation with Registration
Segmentation of vertebrae is performed by extracting a bounding box around each vertebrae and seg-
menting this box with a residual U-net. The bounding box around vertebra is identified via a regressed set
of canonical landmarks. Each vertebra is then registered to a common ‘atlas space via these landmarks.
For segmentation, the employed residual U-net works with inputs of size 64× 64× 64 voxels with a depth
five blocks (cf. Fig. C.11).
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2 Brown et al.
Where di is the euclidean distance to the nearest class boundary, fi is the
frequency of the ground truth class at voxel i. Here,   is chosen to be 10 voxels,
and  e and  c are 5 and 2, respectively.
Our final loss was a weighted combination of the weighted loss above and the
dice coe cient:
L = LFNFP + ↵LD (4)
↵ was chosen to be 0.5 and incrementally lowered throughout training.
1.3 Model structure
We employed a residual U-net (Figure 1) with an input size of 64 by 64 by 64
voxels, and depth of 5 blocks. A bounding box around vertebra is identified via
a regressed set of canonical landmarks. Each vertebra is then registered to a
common ’atlas’ space via these landmarks.
Fig. 1. Residual U-net
Conv 1x1x1
Input Softmax
Conv, BN, ReLU
Res Block
Res Block
Down Block
Down Block
Up Block
Up Block
Up BlockDown Block
Figure C.11: The residual U-Net employed for segmen-
tation in brown’s approach.
Objective Function. A network is trained to minimize
a combination of Dice coefficient (LD) and a weighted
false-positive/false-negative loss (LFPFN ), described as:
L = LD + αLFPFN (α = 0.5 in this work). Specifically,
the dice coefficient measures the degree of overlap be-
tween two sets. For two binary sets ground truth (G)
and predicted class membership (G) with (N) elements
each, the dice coefficient can be written as
D =
2
∑N
i pigi∑N
i pi +
∑N
i gi
,
where each pi and gi are binary labels. In this case, pi is set in [0, 1] from the softmax layer representing
the probability that the ith voxel is in the foreground class. Each gi is obtained from a one-hot encoding
of the ground-truth labeled volume of tissue class. Additionally, the weighted false-positive/false-negative
loss term is included to provide smoother convergence. It is defined as:
LFPFN =
∑
i∈I
wipi(1− gi) +
∑
i∈I
wi(1− pi)gi,
where the weight, wi = γeexp(−d2i /σ) + γcfi, with di being the euclidean distance to the nearest class
boundary and fi the frequency of the ground truth class at voxel i. In this work, σ is chosen to be 10
voxels, and the parameters γe and γc are set to 5 and 2, respectively.
Payer C. et al.: Vertebrae Localization and Segmentation with SpatialConfiguration-Net and U-Net [18]
Figure C.12: The three processing stages in Payer C. for local-
isation, identification, and segmentation of vertebrae.
Vertebrae localisation and segmentation are
performed in a three-step approach: spine lo-
calisation, vertebrae localisation and identifica-
tion, and finally binary segmentation of each lo-
cated vertebra (cf. Fig. C.12). The re-
sults of the individually segmented vertebrae
are merged into the final multi-label segmenta-
tion.
Spine Localisation. For localising the approximate
position of the spine, a variant of the U-Net was
used to regress a heatmap of the spinal centreline,
i.e. the line passing through vertebral centroids,
with an `2 loss. The heatmap of the spinal centre-
line is generated by combining Gaussian heatmaps
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of all individual landmarks. The input image is re-
sampled to a uniform voxel spacing of 8 mm and centreed at the network input.
Vertebra localisation & Identification. The SpatialConfiguration-Net [18] is employed to localise centres of
the vertebral bodies. It effectively combines the local appearance of landmarks with their spatial configu-
ration. Please refer to [18] for details on architecture and loss functions. Every input volume is resampled
to have a uniform voxel spacing of 2 mm, while the network is set up for inputs of size 96 × 96 × 128. As
some volumes have a larger extent in cranio-caudal axis and do not fit into the network, these volumes are
processed as follows: During training, sub-volumes are cropped at a random position at the cranio-caudal
axis. During inference, volumes are split at the cranio-caudal axis into multiple sub-volumes that overlap
for 96 pixels, and processed them one after another. Then, the network predictions of the overlapping
subvolumes are merged by taking the maximum response over all predictions.
Final landmark positions are obtained as follows: For each predicted heatmap volume, multiple local
heatmap maxima are detected that are above a certain threshold. Then, the first and last vertebrae that
are visible on the volume are determined by taking the heatmap with the largest value that is closest to
the volume top or bottom, respectively. The final predicted landmark sequence is then the sequence that
does not violate following conditions: consecutive vertebrae may not be closer than 12.5 mm and farther
away than 50 mm, as well as a following landmark may not be above a previous one.
Vertebra Segmentation. For creating the final vertebrae segmentation, a U-Net is set up with a sigmoid cross-
entropy loss for binary segmentation to separate individual vertebrae. The entire spine image is cropped
to a region around the localised centroid such that the vertebra is in the centre of the image. Similarly,
the heatmap image of vertebral centroid is also cropped from the prediction of the vertebral localisation
network. Both cropped vertebral image and vertebral heatmap are used as an input for the segmentation
network. Both input volumes are resampled to have a uniform voxel spacing of 1 mm. To create the final
multi-label segmentation result, the individual predictions of the cropped inputs are resampled back to the
original input resolution and translated back to the original position.
Angermann C. et al.: A Projection-based 2.5D U-net Architecture for VerSe‘19. [23]
For the task of a fully-automated technique for volumetric spine segmentation, a combination of a 2D
slice-based approach and a projections-based approach is proposed with two tasks: 1. 3D spine segmentation
with one output channel denoting the probability of a voxel belonging to a vertebra, followed by assignment
of a label from C1 to L6. 2. Using the multi-label segmentation mask, weighted centroid computation for
each label for the task of vertebra labelling. Please refer to [23] for details on the 3D segmentation procedure.
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.Figure C.13: Maximum intensity projections of a
3D spine scan with directions {k × 30 degrees|k =
0, ..., 5}
Vertebra Segmentation.This is a two-step approach working
with images of size 224× 224× 224, obtained by zooming the
array such that the longest axis is size 224 and padding the
other axes with zeros. In the first step, whose output is a one
channel segmentation mask (vertebra as foreground), a 2.5D
U-net [23] and two 2D U-net are employed. The former net-
work takes the 3D array as input and generates 2D projections
containing full 3D information. Here the Maximum Intensity
Projections (MIP) are employed (cf. Fig C.13). These 2D pro-
jections are propagated through a 2D U-net and lifted back to
a volume using a trainable reconstruction algorithm (cf. Eq
3.1, [23]). Due to the non-convex nature of vertebrae, this seg-
mentation is combined with that of a 2D slice-based U-net in
the probability space. In the second step, the binary segmen-
tation mask is assigned multiple labels. For this, A 2D U-Net working on six MIPs per scan is employed.
Each of the MIPs is obtained at an angle in {0o, 10o, 80o, 90o, 100o, 170o}, as in Fig. C.13 . As output, six
labelled MIP segmentation masks are obtained. From these, the 3D labelled mask is obtained by back-
projection, wherein each 2D MIP mask is multiplied by a rotated 3D binary segmentation from the previous
step, rotated according to the angle corresponding to the MIP mask in question.
Vertebra Labelling. Since the vertebrae are already labelled in the segmentation stage, the vertebral cen-
troids are obtained by just weighing the edges of the vertebra and computing the centroid. The edge-weight
is set empirically and is same across the vertebrae.
Hu Y. et al.: Large Scale Vertebrae Segmentation Using nnU-Net
The tasks at hand are posed as an application of the nnU-Net [24], a framework that automatically
adapts the hyper-parameters to any given dataset.
Generally, nnU-Net consists of three U-Net models (2D, 3D, and a cascaded 3D network) working on
the images patch-wise. It automatically sets the training hyper-parameters such as the batch size, patch
size, pooling operations etc. while keeping the GPU budget within a certain limit. If the selected patch
size covers less than 25% of the voxels in case, the 3D-Net cascade is additionally configured and trained
on a downsampled version of the training data. Specific to VerSe‘19, a sum of cross-entropy loss and Dice
loss are used the training objective, minimised using the Adam optimizer. An initial rate of 3× 10−4 and
`2 weight decay of 3 × 10−5 . The learning rate is dropped by a factor of 0.2 whenever the exponential
moving average of the training loss does not improve within the last 30 epochs. Training is stopped when
the learning rate drops below 10−6 or 1000 epochs are exceeded. The data is augmented using elastic
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deformations, random scaling, random rotations, and gamma augmentation. Note that in Phase 1, the
nnU-Net ensemble did not include all its components. Included are a 3D U-Net operating at full resolution,
a 3D U-Net at low resolution ( as part of the cascade 3D), a 2D U-Net.
Chen M.: An Automatic Multi-stage System for Vertebra Segmentation and Labelling
A three-stage strategy is applied to solve the task of vertebral segmentation and labelling. The first two
stages are based on a U-Net architecture for multi-label segmentation. Utilising the predicted segmentation
mask, the third stage employs an RCNN-based architecture [25, 26] to label the vertebrae.
Algorithm 1 Update label for stage-2 vertebrae set
Input: Stage-2 vertebrae set Vn (Vn = 1, 2, ..., k) and the stage-1 vertebrae set Vr
(size=m,1  max (Vr)  26)
Output: Updated vertebrae label set
1: if Stage-1 vertebrae set contain label 22 or 23 and m  12 then
2: for instance i 2 Vn, i = k, k   1 do
3: for vertebra vj 2 Vr, vj   i do
4: Calculating and recording dice index for instance i with vertebra vj
5: end for
6: Find the Maximum of record dice and the corresponding vertebra vb
7: if maximum of record dice  0.8 then
8: if i = k then
9: update label for stage-2 vertebrae set from vb   k + 1 to vb
10: else
11: update label for stage-2 vertebrae set from vb   k + 2 to vb + 1
12: end if
13: break
14: end if
15: end for
16: else
17: for instance i 2 Vn, i = 2, 3, 4 do
18: for vertebra vj 2 Vr, i  vj  25  k + 1 do
19: Calculating and recording dice index for instance i with vertebra vj
20: end for
21: Find the Maximum of record dice and the corresponding vertebra vb
22: if maximum of record dice  0.8 then
23: if i = 2 then
24: update label for stage-2 vertebrae set from vb   1 to vb + k
25: else if i = 3 then
26: update label for stage-2 vertebrae set from vb   2 to vb + k + 1
27: else
28: update label for stage-2 vertebrae set from vb   3 to vb + k + 2
29: end if
30: break
31: end if
32: end for
33: end if
1
Figure C.14: Procedure for label correction after Stage 2.
Segmentation (Stages 1 & 2). The first stage con-
sists of a 3D U-Net working on randomly extracted
patches of size 224 × 160 × 128. The network is
trained to predict 25 labels, ignoring the rare L6
label. It is observed that the segmentation Stage 1
performs well in regions close to C1 and L5. How-
ever, in the other regions, the vertebral labels are
mixed with each other due to a similarity in their
shapes. Resolving this problem, a second refine-
ment network is introduced with an architecture
similar to the first stage but with a major difference
in the training regime. For this, patches are ex-
tracted covering he spine in the middle and extend-
ing 1.5 times in the slice direction. These patches
are padded to 128 × 128 × 128 with zeroes if nec-
essary. The network is trained to predict a binary
label only the mid-vertebra. The combination is
trained as follows: All the labelled Stage 1 masks
are combined into a binary mask. indicating the
foreground. Each of these masks (corresponding to each vertebral label) is used to generate a patch for
Stage 2. This prediction is believed to be accurate at instance-level and filled back into the binary fore-
ground. If the foreground is not filled sufficiently, new patches will be selected from the not-filled regions
for Stage 2 recursively till convergence. Because the well segmented instances in Stage 1 and Stage 2 mostly
overlap, it is operable to assign labels based on both the stages by comparing the dice of the pairs. With the
constraint on the label continuity of neighboring spines, this process can be performed using the matching
algorithm presented in Fig. C.14.
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Labelling. An RCNN-based architecture with a 3D ResNet-50 is used as the backbone for the vertebra
labelling task. ROI pooling is performed on the features of the feature map at stride 4 to regress the
deviation of the vertebra centre to the ROI box’s centre in the coordinate space of the box. This network
works with inputs of size 160×192×224. In the training phase, boxes are generated from the segmentation
ground truth such that more positive samples are generated. During inference, the predicted segmentation
mask is utilised.
Wang X. et al.: Improved Btrfly Net and a residual U-Net for VerSe‘19
Improved versions of Btrfly Net [13] and the U-Net [14] are employed to address the tasks of labelling
and segmentation, respectively. Of interest is the task-oriented pre- and post-processing employed in each
task.
Pre-processing. A Single Shot MultiBox Detector (SSD) is implemented to localise the vertebrae in the
sagittal and coronal projections and its predictions are used to crop the 3D scans. This is followed by
re-sampling the crops to a 1 mm resolution and padding the projections to 610× 610 pixels.
Labelling. The Btrfly Net is employed for this task with a major difference in the reconstruction of 3D
coordinates from its 2D heatmap predictions. However, unlike obtaining the 3D coordinates from the outer
product of the 2D channelled heat-maps followed by an argmax, the authors propose to an improved scheme
resulting in a 4% improvement of the identification rate. Specifically, 2D coordinates of the vertebra are
obtained from the individual projections, denoted by (x, zs) from the sagittal and (y, zc) from the coronal
heat maps. Notice the two variants of the z-coordinate. The final z-coordinate is then calculated as the
weighted average of zs and zc with the maximum values of their corresponding heat maps as weights. Ad-
ditionally, the missing predictions are filled-in with interpolation.
Figure C.15: Architecture of residual U-net employed by team
Wang X. for the segmentation task.
Segmentation. Since the vertebral centroids are
now identified, the segmentation is tasked to seg-
ment one vertebra given its centroid position. For
this, a 3D U-Net with residual blocks is chosen as
shown in Fig. C.15. The network is trained with
Dice loss and works with patches of size 96×96×96
centred at the vertebral centroid in question. Once
segmented, the vertebra is labelled according to its
centroid’s label and assigned back to the full scan.
In case of a conflict, i.e: if a voxel labelled as i is again labelled as j, the label with a higher logit is chosen.
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Kirszenberg A. et al.:
A multi-stage approach is proposed involving a pseudo-3D U-Net architecture for segmentation and a
template matching approach enabled by morphological operation.
Segmentation. Three different U-Net models are trained in a ‘pseudo-3D’ segmentation technique wherein,
the 3D input is sliced 3-voxel wide slices along the three axes. Prior to this, patches of size 80×128×128 are
extracted from the scan, resulting in sagittal, coronal, and axial slices of shapes 3× 123× 128, 80× 3× 128,
and 80 × 128 × 3, respectively. This step performs a binary segmentation of ‘spine vs. background’. The
predicted masks of the three models are combined using majority voting and passed through a filtering
operation for removal of stray segmentation and hole-filling (cf. Fig. C.16a).
(a) (b)
Figure C.16: Team Kirszenberg A.’s contribution involving (a) Detection of the spline passing through the vertebral column
and (b) a sample template for L4 use for vertebra identification.
Labelling. This task is attempted as a combination of morphological operations and template matching,
implemented as follows: 1. The predicted binary segmentation mask is blurred using a Gaussian kernel
and skeletonised to obtain a skeleton of the vertebral column. Further clean-up is obtained by choosing the
path connecting the voxels between two end-points using the Dijkstra’s algorithm. 2. The skeleton in then
discretised into 1 mm distant points which are used as anchors for template matching. These templates
were generated from the training data at a vertebra level by centreing each vertebra at the centroid and
averagingover a certain rotations as shown in Fig. C.16b. For template matching, five best vertebrae, point
candidates are chosen and for every point its previous and next vertebrae are matched to the points before
and after, respectively. Once no vertebrae can be matched, scores of each vertebrae are summed from each
of the five vertebral columns and the one with the highest score is selected. Following this, each voxel of
the column is labelled after the template with the highest score.
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Lessmann et al.: Iterative fully convolutional neural networks
The proposed approach largely depends on iteratively applied fully convolutional neural networks [17].
Briefly, this method relies on a U-net-like 3D network that analyzes a 128 × 128 × 128 region-of-interest
(ROI). In this region, the network segments and labels only the bottom-most visible vertebra and ignores
other vertebrae that may be (partly) visible within the ROI. The ROI is iteratively moved over the image
by moving it to the centre of the detected piece of vertebra after each segmentation step. If only part
of a vertebra was detected, moving the ROI to the centre of the detected fragment ensures that a larger
part of the vertebra becomes visible for the next iteration. Once the entire vertebra is visible in the ROI,
the segmentation and labeling results are stored in a memory component. This memory is a binary mask
that is an additional input to the network and is used by the network to recognize and ignore already
segmented vertebrae. By repeating the process of searching for a piece of vertebra and following this piece
until the whole vertebra is visible in the region of interest, all vertebrae are segmented and labeled one
after the other. When the end of the scan is reached, the predicted labels of all detected vertebrae are
combined in a global maximum likelihood model to determine a plausible labeling for the entire scan, thus
avoiding duplicate labels or gaps. Please refer to [17] for further details. Note that two publicly available
datasets were also used for training: Computational Spine Workshop (CSI) Segmentation Dataset [9] and
the xVertSeg.v1 dataset [10]. The approach is supplemented with minor changes over [17] such as: anatom-
ical labelling of detected vertebra is optimised by minimizing a combination of `1 and `2 norms, the loss for
the segmentation network is a combination of the proposed segmentation error and a cross-entropy loss.
Rib Detection. In order to improve the labeling accuracy, a second network is trained to predict whether
a vertebra is a thoracic vertebra or not. As input, this network receives the final image patch in which a
vertebra that is segmented and the corresponding segmentation mask as a second channel. The network
has a simple architecture based on 3× 3× 3 convolutions, batch normalization and max-pooling. The final
layer is a dense layer with sigmoid activation function. At inference time, the first thoracic vertebra and
the first cervical vertebra are identified by this auxiliary network had stronger influence on the label voting.
Their vote counted three times as much as that of other vertebrae.
Cropping at inference. Note that if the first visible vertebra is not properly detected, the whole iterative
process might fail. Therefore, at inference time, an additional step is added which crops the image along
the z-axis in steps of 2.5% from the bottom if no vertebra was found in the entire scan. This helps in case
the very first, i.e., bottom-most, vertebra is only visible with a very small fragment. This small element
might be too small to be detected as vertebra, but might prevent the network from detecting any vertebra
above as the bottom-most vertebra.
Centroid Estimation. Instead of the vertebral centroids provided as training data, the centroids of the
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segmentation masks were utilised to estimate the ‘actual’ centroids. were not incorporated. This was done
by estimating the offset between the centroids measured from the segmentation mask (vi) and the expected
centroids (wi). For every vertebra individually, an offset (δ) was determined by minimizing
∑
i vi−wi + δ.
Dong Y. et al.: Vertebra Labeling and Segmentation in 3D CT using Deep Neural Networks [16]
A U-shaped deep network is used for generating the vertebral segmentation masks and labels in the
form of a model ensemble followed by a post-processing module.
The problem is formulated as a 26-class segmentation task given 3D CT as input. The class information
from prediction is able to provide labels (cervical C1 ∼ C7, thoracic T1 ∼ T12, lumbar L1 ∼ L6) for
different vertebrae. For vertebra localisation, the centroids of vertebrae are determined as the mass centres
of segmentation masks.
We have adopted a U-shape neural network for vertebral segmentation following the fashion of the state-
of-the-art network for 3D medical image segmentation. The network architecture is nearly symmetric with
an encoder and a decoder. After achieving the segmentation results, the centroids of vertebrae are computed
based on the mass centres of binary labels for each individual vertebra. To further help determining the
vertebral body centre, several iterations of morphological erosion are conducted to remove the vertebral
‘wings’. The final prediction is from the ensemble of five models.
Ambellan F. et al.: Combining Template Matching with CNNs for Vertebra Segmentation and Identifi-
cation
A multi-stage approach is adopted to label and segment the vertebrae as illustrated in Fig. C.17: 1.
Multi-label segmentation with arbitrary, but separate labels for each vertebra based on local regions of
interest in the image. 2. Unique label-assignment to segmented vertebral masks based on shape, while
globally regularizing over the entire CT field-of-view. 3. Derive landmark positions from the multi-label
segmentations by applying a shape-based approach.
Multi-label Segmentation. This stage includes creating a first, rough binary segmentation of the overall
spine followed by localising regions of interests around each vertebra and performing voxel-level, high-
quality segmentation of each vertebra. Binary segmentation separating the spine from the background is
achieved through a U-Net employed on 2D sagittal slices. For each slice, neighboring slices are included as
additional channels in the input to provide a larger context. The network is trained on fixed-size, random
crops from original slices. Following this, the number of vertebra and their rough positions are computed
based on the binary segmentation by combining shape-based fitting via generalised Hough transform (GHT)
[27] with a CNN-based heat-map regression for localising vertebra in the spinal column. Put to use in the
fitting procedure were manually generated GHT templates of the lumbar (L1-L5), lower thoracic (T10-
T12), mid-thoracic (T5-T9), upper-thoracic (T1-T4), lower-to-mid cervical (C3-C5), and upper-cervical
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(C2-C1) spine. The Butterfly network [28] was trained on mean and maximum intensity projections in
anterior-posterior and lateral directions of the CTs. Finally, multi-label segmentation is performed based
on the rough locations from the previous step by deriving a region of interest for each visible vertebra.
Individual vertebrae are then segmented via a U-Net based on 2D sagittal slices cropped to the correspond-
ing regions of interests while including neighboring slices as additional input channels. The segmentation
masks resulting from the cropped images are then combined into a multi-label segmentation mask.
Figure C.17: Multiple stages involved in the algorithm proposed by Ami-
ranashvili T..
Vertebra Identification. Vertebra iden-
tification is performed based on shape
through template fitting along with
explicit global regularization over the
whole visible spine. For every vertebra,
shape templates are fitted non-rigidly
to the given labels via iterative clos-
est points (ICP) algorithm using the six
templates introduced above. This results
in a table containing a fitting score for
each template and each detected label.
Then, optimization for the unique set of
labels in the table is performed such that
the combined score is maximised while
maintaining consistent ordering of verte-
bra (e.g. L4 must follow L5). The multi-label segmentation of the previous stage is then re-labeled accord-
ing to the determined ordering, resulting in a segmentation with uniquely identified labels for each vertebra.
Landmark Extraction. Post segmentation and identification, the positions of the landmarks are identified by
re-fitting a template of the body of each vertebra to the unique labels followed by extracting the template’s
centre point which forms the landmark.
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